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Abstract
In the age of smartphones, people do most of their daily work using their
smartphones due to significant improvement in smartphone technology.
When comparing different platforms such as Windows, iOS, Android, and
Blackberry, Android has captured the highest percentage of total market share
[1]. Due to this tremendous growth, cybercriminals are encouraged to penetrate various mobile marketplaces with malicious applications. Most of these
applications require device information permissions aiming to collect sensitive data without user’s consent. This paper investigates each element of system information permissions and illustrates how cybercriminals can harm
users’ privacy. It presents some attack scenarios using
READ_PHONE_STATE permission and the risks behind it. In addition, this
paper refers to possible attacks that can be performed when additional permissions are combined with READ_PHONE_STATE permission. It also discusses a proposed solution to defeat these types of attacks.
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1. Introduction
Android has been increasing in popularity throughout the recent years, gaining a
large majority of the smartphone market. Some of the factors that made it popular include its availability, lower cost, and open source platform. In addition,
Google’s hands-off approach with developers has facilitated a great deal of freeDOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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dom in what applications can potentially do, allowing numerous categories of
apps to grow within Google’s main app market, Google Play.
The cost of this freedom is that malicious developers have more vulnerabilities
to exploit. To mitigate attacks, Android screens all apps in the app store and uses
a permission-based protection to limit and allow access to device features [2].
While this method of protection has been effective against viruses that directly
break the rules of the Android system, it is unable to prevent Android malware
that takes advantage of permissions.
Permissions restrict application access to user information (e.g. location) or
sensitive system methods (e.g. run at startup). Applications that wish to bypass
these restrictions need to declare what they wish to bypass in an XML file called
the AndroidManifest.xml. Permissions in Android can be classified as either
dangerous or normal. Dangerous permissions are considered to be those that
could pose a security threat to the user, while normal permissions are generally
benign on their own. Of the long list of permissions Android allows, 24 are categorized as dangerous [3]. Before Android’s API 23, all required permissions
for the app had to be accepted at install time or the app would not be downloaded. With Marshmallow, this is no longer true, as this version allows users to
block permissions at runtime.
Many applications use permissions to take advantage of device identifiers.
Device identifiers are strings that can directly identify the phone subscriber or
identify their device. Three of the main device identifiers are the International
Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), International Mobile Subscriber Identity
(IMSI) and phone number. IMEI identifies the hardware of the device, i.e. the
phone itself, so when a subscriber obtains a new phone, they also obtain a new
IMEI number corresponding to that phone. MEID (Mobile Equipment Identifier) and ESN (Electronic Serial Number) numbers serve the same purpose as
IMEI. IMSI, on the other hand, identifies the subscriber directly and is found in
the removable SIM card. When a user obtains a new phone, the SIM card is removed from their old phone and placed in their new one, transferring their subscription to their carrier and their IMSI number.
Related works have shown that there is danger involved with device identifiers
[4] [5] [6] [7], but little work has fully discussed specifically how this information can be used maliciously. Therefore, in this paper we discuss the significance
of the READ_PHONE-STATE permission in Android devices. We analyze some
of the known malware that leak device identifiers. We provide some examples of
attack vectors using IMEI, IMSI, and phone number and describe them in details. Then, we propose a solution that can be used to evade these types of attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief introduction to Android. In Section 3, we introduce two permissions that are vital to
misuse of device identifiers. After that, attack models are presented in Section 4.
We present our solutions to protect device identifiers in Section 5. Lastly, we
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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compare our work with related works in Section 6 and then the conclusion of
the paper and the future work is included in Section 7.

2. Android Overview
In order to fully explain how device identifiers are at risk. We will illustrate Android’s security features. We will then explain some of the flaws and vulnerabilities in the way Android approaches applications, developers, and advertisers.
These vulnerabilities will be important to keep in mind when we present out attacker vectors.

2.1. Android Security Features
2.1.1. Sandbox
Android applications are run in a sandboxed environment by assigning each application a Linux User Identification number (UID) and a group ID (GID). For
the operating system, this creates the appearance that applications are actually
separate people using the device [8]. The UID number is specific to the developer of the app to prevent impersonation of another developer in the Google Play
store. Applications from the same developer have the option to combine permissions into a single user if they request to do so [9] [10].
2.1.2. IPC
Although apps are sandboxed, applications can still communicate with other
apps and the Android system if the correct permissions are in place. Both apps
need to consent otherwise the requesting app cannot communicate with other
apps. This is called Inter-Process Communication (IPC) [10]. Having apps
communicate with the same UID can be a security risk that allows privilege escalation, as will be discussed later.
2.1.3. Broadcasts
Besides IPC, apps can be allowed to both send and receive messages to all applications on the device. This is called broadcasting and broadcast receiving, respectively [11]. Broadcasts can be messages such as “5% Battery”, which displays
for a brief moment. Broadcast receiving is the process of receiving these broadcasts in order to perform some action. For example, an app may want to know
when the “5% battery” broadcast is received in order to optimize battery life.
2.1.4. Intents
In Android, events are driven by Intents. Intents are objects that communicate
the desire to perform an action [9], such as open up the user’s contacts. Intents
can be packaged with extra data, such as opening up a specific contact inside the
user’s contacts. Intents can be Explicit or Implicit. Explicit Intents signal exactly
what app will execute the Intent, while Implicit Intents will ask all able applications on the device to perform the desired action. Only apps that can handle the
request will be notified [10]. For example, when a user has two Internet browsers
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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and wants to open a link, both browsers could be used, so the system will ask the
user to choose which one he/she prefers.
2.1.5. Permissions
Permissions, as explained in the introduction, allow and deny developers access
to sensitive user data or phone functions. If an application requests to use dangerous permissions, the user must accept the request before the app can gain
access. This security measure allows users to make the important security decisions.

2.2. Android Vulnerabilities
2.2.1. Unprotected Broadcasts
Implicit Intent broadcasts can lead to data leakage. Implicit Intent broadcasts are
for all eligible applications to hear, and in the broadcast can be sensitive data
that is not protected. Malicious programs that have the permission required to
listen will eavesdrop and receive information bundled with the Intent object. In
addition to eavesdropping, malicious programs have been known to intervene
into Intent conversation by injecting Intent objects that siphon information
from broadcast receivers that are not well protected [5].
2.2.2. Collusion
Collusion enables a developer to add permissions together [11]. Apps signed
with the same UID can combine permissions, allowing any one of the apps under the UID to access all the permissions signed with the UID [12]. For example,
one app using device identifiers and another using internet under the same UID
can combine their permissions, making it so that app can use both internet and
device identifiers. A developer could then send these personal identifiers over
the internet to do harm to a user.
2.2.3. AD Libraries
Advertisement libraries get packaged with an app and receive the same permissions as that app. Malicious libraries can then abuse the permissions they are
given on behalf of the application and use any number of the malicious attack
strategies discussed further on [13].

3. User Privacy and Android Permissions
Permissions in Android give developers access to user information such as device identifiers. In the following sections, we will introduce the
READ_PHONE_STATE permission, which allows access to device identifiers,
and READ/RECEIVE SMS, which we will use in our explanation of our attack
vectors.

3.1. Device ID Information
READ_PHONE_STATE is one of the Android permissions categorized as dangerous. This is because it “allows read only access to phone state, including the
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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phone number of the device, current cellular network information, the status of
any ongoing calls, and a list of any Phone Accounts registered on the device” [2].
This is an important permission for messaging, calling, and other applications
that replace the built-in phone application; however, it is often requested and
misused by other types of applications that do not have any reason for needing
it, including malware. In fact, Figure 1 shows READ_PHONE_STATE is one of
the most common permissions requested by malicious apps, with 1179 out of
1260 malicious apps requesting it and only 34 percent of benign apps requesting
it [6].
This permission is desirable to malware because it allows access to device and
user identifiers that can be utilized to harm the user.
READ_PHONE_STATE (Device ID information) enables the developer to get
access to the Telephony Manager class, a class built into Android that has several
methods that reveal device information. Some of the important information it
can reveal includes the user’s phone number and Device ID. Table 1 lists the
important methods [14] discussed in this paper.
To further prove malicious applications collect and leak device identifiers, we
analyze a set of malicious applications [15]. Through our analysis, we found a
malware application looks as normal kitchen timer application, however, it
transmits a user’s sensitive data such as device ID and phone number to an outside URL without the user consent as illustrated in Figure 2. Out of the many
applications we observed, this example showed the clearest misuse of device
identifiers. The example clearly shows the device identifiers, IMEI (Device ID)
and phone number (Line 1 Number), collected and then transmitted to the URL
of the malicious site. This example clearly shows that it is easy for an application
to transmit the user’s sensitive data without the user awareness. The user thinks

Figure 1. Comparison of READ_PHONE_STATE requests of Benign and
Malicious Applications.
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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Table 1. Relevant telephony manager methods.
Method

Function

Get device ID

Returns the unique device ID, for example, the IMEI for
GSM and the MEID or ESN for CDMA phones.
Return null if device ID is not available.

Get line 1 number

Returns the phone number string for line 1, for example,
the MSISDN for a GSM phone. Return null if it is unavailable.

Get SIM serial number

Returns the serial number of the SIM, if applicable.

Get network operator name

Returns the alphabetic name of current registered operator.

it is a kitchen timer application, however, the application is actually stealing the
user personal information.

3.2. SMS Privileges
In general, SMS privileges can include READ, RECEIVE, WRITE or SEND SMS.
In this paper, we examine READ and RECEIVE SMS. READ SMS allows read
access to the SMS inbox through “Uri. parse (“content://sms/inbox”)”. RECEIVE
SMS allows an application to be notified when the SMS RECEIVED ACTION
broadcast is sent, and it allows the app to read the incoming SMS as well. This is
done by using the SMS Message class and calling create from PDU, which builds
the message so it can be used. After the message is built, get Message Display
Body can be used to determine the contents of the message and get Originating
Address can be used see the sender. These methods [16] are listed in Table 2.

4. Attack Models for Device ID
In this section, we will explain how device identifiers can be used maliciously by
presenting attack scenarios. We will discuss attacks that use only
READ_PHONE_STATE and attacks that use both READ_PHONE_STATE and
READ, RECEIVE SMS. We will also focus on how individual device identifiers
can be used maliciously.

4.1. Device ID Information (READ_PHONE_STATE)
With this permission enabled, an app from the Google Play store “can access
your device ID(s), phone number, whether you’re on the phone and the number
connected by a call. Device ID & call information may include the ability to read
phone status and identity” [17]. The information contained in this permission,
including the device’s IMEI/MEID and phone number, is extremely compromising, although it is rarely treated as such. Identifiers are often streamed, even
by benign apps, in plaintext requests that leak the information to malicious apps
listening in [5]. In the following sections, we will explain why these device identifiers are compromising and what malicious persons can do with this information.
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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Table 2. Relevant SMS message methods.
Method

Function

Get originating address

Returns the originating address (sender) of this SMS message in String
form or null if unavailable

Create from PDU

Create a SMS Message from a raw PDU with the specified message
format. The message format is passed in the
SMS_RECEIVED_ACTION as the format String extra, and will be
either “3gpp” for GSM/UMTS/LTE messages in 3GPP format or
“3gpp2” for CDMA/LTE messages in 3GPP2 format.

Get display message body

Returns the message body, or email message body if this message was
from an email gateway. Returns null if message body unavailable.

4.1.1. IMEI/MEID/ESN Attacks
1) Gather Information
If an attacker gains the IMEI/MEID/ESN number of a user, the attacker can
find sensitive information about the device. The IMEI number is formulated
with three fields: the Type Allocation Code (TAC), Serial Number (SNR), and a
check digit (CD) that can be reversed to find system information. For example,
the TAC gives the attacker information about the phone’s make and model,
which can provide even more information on the OS, CPU, and other features of
the phone that may assist the attacker in preparing targeted exploits for a particular cellular device [18]. Similar constructions can be done with MEID and ESN.
One application, packaged as com.avantar.wny, was discovered to have bundled
IMEI, device model, platform, and application name into a URL parameter
string [5]. While no clear purpose was found for this method, its existence suggests that the developer had a plan in mind for this information.
Targeted attacks have been on the rise, increasing from 9.5 percent of all cyber-attacks in 2014 to 10.5 percent in 2015 to 12 percent for the month of April
in 2016 [19] [20]. A specific example is the Heartbleed attack, which functions
by exploiting a vulnerability in the OpenSSL cryptographic software library that
is used on many devices and servers. Attackers could use this to read the memory of systems running the affected OpenSSL and to obtain access to names,
passwords, and other data [21]. With knowledge of the IMEI, an attacker can
discover if a phone is vulnerable to the Heartbleed exploit or another exploit and
base their attack of this information.
2) Trade User Information for Money
Data brokers, who collect and analyze data, have created a multi-billion-dollar
industry from the data generated from apps and other online activities [22].
These companies make their fortune by famining demographic, behavioral and
transactional data, to create the fullest possible picture of the people most likely
to buy from their clients [23]. For example, many people use health-related apps
to record menstrual cycle patterns, glucose levels, and other information about
their personal health. These applications sell this information to data broker
companies such as Epsilon, Acxiom, and Experian, who then compile this
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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Figure 2. Malicious kitchen timer application.

information and sell it to interested companies. Insurance companies are especially interested in this data because it helps them to identify clients who would
be bad investments due to their health conditions [24].
One of the ways these data brokers obtain this information is by purchasing it
from applications and the READ_PHONE_STATE permission allows these
brokers to easily connect this information with a person. With applications like a
glucose tracker, users put in a lot of private information but they may not put in
their name or any other data that would personally identify them so that this
data cannot be tracked back to them. However, READ_PHONE_STATE allows
access to the IMEI which can be used as a universal identifier for any data broker. Some of this data may include your name or email address which data brokers obtained through social media applications or other sources. Users may believe that the information they are providing is inconsequential because it cannot be connected back to them, however, with the READ_PHONE_STATE
permission it easily can. Enck et al. found several examples of applications that
purposely linked IMEI to personally identifiable information (PII), including a
game that linked IMEI to the user’s high scores [5]. Any person identifier can be
used to connect information to the user; however, IMEI appears to be the most
popular.
4.1.2. Phone Number
1) Obtain User’s Name and Profile Picture
Using a user’s phone number, an attacker can retrieve the user’s name and
profile picture through Facebook as an example. This approach assumes the user
has a Facebook and the user’s Facebook is tied with their phone number. To accomplish this, the attacker goes to password recovery, enters the phone number,
and Facebook will display the name and profile picture the user has on their account. This is compromising enough to create a domino effect of more attacks.
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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2) Phishing
Attackers can also use a phone number to perform social engineering attacks
such as phishing by directly calling or texting the user. When coupled with the
attack above, this attack has the potential to be far more effective, allowing the
attacker to possibly pose as someone the user knows. Phishing alone results in
the loss of millions of dollars annually [25] and is an extremely easy way to steal
money from a user. Mobile devices are especially vulnerable to phishing through
websites because web designers should simplify their sites to work with limited
resources, making it easier to replicate. Additionally, URLs are often harder to
read on mobile devices making it easier for users to make a mistake on a malicious site. Studies have shown mobile users are three times more likely to submit
their credentials to these phishing sites than desktop users [26].
3) Determine a General Location
The typical attacker can get a general location of where the user may live
through the area code in combination with the Central Office. Factors such as
availability of a Central Office, which corresponds with the user’s desired carrier,
and the stability of the user’s home location will impact accuracy. In North
America, phone numbers are broken down into three parts: the area code, the
central office code, and a unique four-digit code to identify the specific number.
The span of area codes ranges widely from state to state. For example, New York
is home to fifteen different area codes while Wyoming only has one [27]. The
Central Office code links a phone number to a specific office and carrier and
when combined with the area code can be used to determine a possible town or
zip code that the user may live in.
4.1.3. IMSI
Another tool that can be used in conjunction with the READ_PHONE_STATE
permission to carry out an attack is an IMSI catcher. IMSI catchers are devices
used mainly by government agencies for phone tapping, intercepting data, and
tracking of mobile devices. Basic IMSI catchers can listen in on calls and precisely determine location. Dirtbox, a common IMSI catcher used on planes, can
locate the desired cell phone to a ten-foot radius [28]. Another commonly used
tool by government agencies, VME, allows for “voice manipulation, up or down
channel blocking, text interception and modification, calling and sending text on
behalf of the user, and directional finding” [29]. Other catchers are also known
to be able to shut down devices remotely and track devices even when owners
believe that they have been turned off [28] [30].
In the context of android applications, information obtained through the
READ_PHONE_STATE permission can drastically increase the success of these
attacks by providing an IMSI that is connected to a user. Knowing a particular
person’s IMSI and a general location, an attacker can set up an IMSI catcher in
the region and pinpoint a more exact location as well as collect data coming out
of the desired phone if the catcher is advanced enough. For example, if their app
has become popular enough to obtain a celebrity following, attackers can utilize
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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basic versions of this tool to find celebrities’ exact location and sell this information to paparazzi. Generally, this tool can be used to blackmail, stalk, or perform
other targeted attacks on a specific person based on IMSI.

4.2. SMS Privileges ({READ, RECEIVE} SMS)
4.2.1. Account Hijacking
READ_PHONE_STATE and READ, RECEIVE SMS can be used together to hijack accounts. Many services allow users to reset their password by sending an
SMS recovery message with a randomly generated key to the user’s phone. If the
attacker has the phone number of the user and can read incoming text messages,
they can reset the password for the account without knowing any of the credentials and gain access. Once the attacker has access, they can also change recovery
information, such as backup emails, so the original user cannot get back in. Attacks on these accounts, barring any outside intervention from the provider of
the service, are often impossible to recover.
In the following subsections, we list some popular services that are vulnerable
and explain any measures or countermeasures that make this service more dangerous or safe than others. We present only a few examples, however, any account that can have its password reset via text is vulnerable to this type of account hijacking.
a) Facebook: Upon login, the attacker has the option to log out every other
device that’s currently logged in to Facebook, booting the real user out of the
account and eliminating any chance for the user to recover the password. Facebook does offer the option to supply state identification [31] to prove a user is
the real owner of the account, however, this can be a lengthy process and in
which time the attack has most likely carried out whatever attack that they had
planned, whether that be phishing, reputation destruction, etc.
b) Yahoo! Mail: Once the attacker logs in, the attacker can replace the phone
number and backup email associated with the account, eliminating the possibility of resetting the password.
c) Twitter: With Twitter, a user can retrieve the account, but the user needs to
respond quickly. Twitter’s security has a backup code that allows the user to log
in regardless of password changes that the user can decide to generate at any
time during the account’s lifetime. If the user decides to use this feature, the user
can regain control of the Twitter account.
d) T-Mobile: T-Mobile requires the billing zip code in addition to a verification key. However, using the methods above, this attack can be accomplished
using brute force by guessing the zip code based on general location.
These types of account hijacking attacks have been on the rise over the last
year. Account hijacking rose from on average 8.8 percent in 2015 to 14.5 percent
in April 2016 [19] [20]. Additionally, out of all attacks that were categorized as
Cybercrime, 19 percent of those were account hijacking attacks in 2015. Other
categories included hacktivism, cyber espionage, and cyber warfare [7]. Once an
attacker controls a user’s account, there are several ways to profit of it. The most
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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common method is using the compromised account for spam or a product the
attacker is trying to sell. In an online survey done by Shay et al., out of 294 subjects 89 experienced a compromise of their account. Out of these 89, 37.1 percent experienced accounts selling spam to contacts. This was the most prominent way subjects experienced harm from the compromise [25].
4.2.2. Proof-of-Concept (SMS Account Hijack Attack)
Using READ_PHONE_STATE, RECEIVE SMS and INTERNET permissions,
we constructed a proof-of-concept application for Android that mimics the attack above. This can still be possible with READ SMS, but the effectiveness of
the attacker is greatly reduced. Upon opening the application, the user’s phone
number is extracted and stored as a string variable named “phone” as shown in
Figure 3. The application also extracts whether or not the user’s SIM operator
number corresponds to T-Mobile and stores it as a Boolean called “is TMobile”.
An attacker will want to know if the user has T-Mobile since T-Mobile accounts
are vulnerable to the attack. Next, the app connects to a server with the is TMobile and phone variables attached as $ GET parameters to the URL. A PHP script
then takes the information and stores it into a .txt file called log.txt, shown in
Listing 1.
The attacker can then use the phone number to reset the password of a target
account, forcing the account service to send a verification text. After the text is
sent, Broadcast Receiver listens to the incoming message and saves the text message body, shown in Figure 3. Using the same process as above, the message
body is put as a $ GET parameter in the URL and saved to the same text file. The
attacker reads the text message and resets the password permanently. The attacker then will delete all recovery emails or phone numbers, gaining full access
to the account. From there, they can perform any of the methods listed above to

Figure 3. SMS account hijack.
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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profit off the account. The idea of the constructed application is illustrated in
Figure 4.

5. Proposed Solutions
READ_PHONE_STATE is much too broad of a permission. It provides applications the status of ongoing calls, which is helpful for many applications, while
also providing access to phone number, IMEI, and IMSI. The only functional
reason to use any of this information is to replace default messaging and calling
apps. Since a phone can have only one default messaging app while the status of
ongoing calls can be used by many applications, we propose that
READ_PHONE_STATE be partitioned into two new permissions: PHONE
STATUS and PHONE IDENTITY. PHONE STATUS would include basic functions like hasCarrierPrivileges() or getCallState() so applications know if the device is a phone and if there’s an incoming call. PHONE IDENTITY would include getDeviceId(), getLine1Number, getSimSerialNumber(), and other methods that could potentially compromise the user’s privacy. Phone status could
then be considered a normal permission, while phone identity would be classified as dangerous, allowing malware to be profiled much easier.
With the recent Android update to Marshmallow, users now have the option
to revoke specific permissions from an application during installation. This update, while extremely helpful in other cases, does not solve the problem with
READ_PHONE_STATE. Many developers still need access to getCallState() and
therefore need to request this permission. Users now have the choice to revoke

Listing 1. PHP script for extracting the data.

Figure 4. SMS account hijacker.
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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this permission, but they run the risk of missing a call when using the application. One solution, Identi Droid [32] gives users the option of shadowing their
data or, in other words, returning to the requesting application randomized data
in place of the IMEI, phone number, or other sensitive data. The problem with
Identi Droid is that it requires reconfiguration of the Android source code and
for the user to root their device. This is very impractical for the everyday user.
Since both the recent update to Marshmallow and privacy tools such as Identi
Droid fail to protect the everyday user’s privacy, the most practical solution
would be for Android to break down the READ_PHONE_STATE permission
into phone status and phone identity. This way developers can get access to only
what they need and users do not have to choose between functionality and privacy. This simple solution will reduce the access to these device identifiers drastically and stop developers from performing most of the attacks we have presented in this paper.

6. Related Works
Studying and analyzing Android’s permissions has been an interested area of research in the last few years. Numerous researches have been showing that there
are dangers inherent in device information permissions and the leakage of device identifiers [4] [5] [6] [7]. Jiang and Zhou [6] demonstrate that malicious
applications ask for device information permissions, READ_PHONE_STATE,
significantly more than benign applications suggesting that the information obtained through this permission aids these apps in performing malicious activities. Batyuk et al. [4] demonstrates through their study that almost 70% of all
analyzed applications that had access to device identifiers streamed this private
data immediately upon reading it.
Enck et al. [5] looked at information misuse of phone identifiers and they
found out that 246 out of 1100 applications they analyzed using static analysis
had code to obtain a device identifier, with IMEI being the most frequently requested identifier contributing to 61% of all calls. In another work done by Enck

et al. [33], they found out when they tested Taint Droid, which is a dynamic taint
tracking tool, 21 out of 30 applications require permissions to
READ_PHONE_STATE and the Internet and 9 of them transmitted the IMEI.
Gibler et al. [34] introduced Android Leaks as a static analysis tool used to find
possible data leaks. They found potential privacy leaks in 7,414 out of 24,350 applications. However, the leakage of IMEI or IMSI compromised over ninety
percent of all leaks found by Android Leaks and occurred in 28.39 percent of
analyzed applications. Out of all of the user’s data, device identifiers are the most
frequently leaked.
While these works are able to provide proof that malicious activity is occurring, they fail to offer an explanation of what this activity might be. With the exception of Enck et al., no other work illustrates the potential harm that comes
from READ_PHONE_STATE and device identifiers. We build on Enck et al. to
DOI: 10.4236/cn.2017.94016
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provide more malicious scenarios and a complete picture of what attackers can
really do with information.

7. Conclusions
Permissions provide malicious applications a way to access sensitive data on
mobile devices without breaking the rules of Android. READ_PHONE_STATE,
which allows access to device identifiers, is the most commonly misused permission by benign apps and the most requested dangerous permission by malicious
apps. As we have illustrated, device identifiers can be used to harm the user
through many different attack scenarios. Malicious applications can sell user information. Malicious applications can also gather general information about the
user and phone or resort to mobile phishing.
When combined with READ SMS, a phone number can be used to hijack a
person’s account. It is clear from related works that READ_PHONE_STATE is
requested significantly more often by malicious applications than benign ones,
device identifiers are the most frequently leaked piece of data, and there is no
clear way to know what applications are doing with user’s data. We suggest a
simple solution: split up READ_PHONE_STATE into phone status and phone
identity, where phone status could be downgraded to a normal permission.
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